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About This Game

Game Features:

★A variety of craft to choose from, with varying stats and abilities.
★Race on futuristic tracks with ultra realistic vehicles.

★Furiously fast paced racing with awesome vehicles designed with unprecedented precision.
★Unlock new tracks as you progress through the game.

★Collect different power-ups and use them to win.
★High resolution screen support.
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just press " X " to move.. No instructions, no nothing. My♥♥♥♥♥♥♥stuck in the microwave.. Steamulator. Controls are
unclear to say the least, handling is awful, and to top it all off, there's no settings whatsoever! NEVER buy this game!. I may be
a little biased because I've never really been a fan of racing games but I know a poorly made game when I see one and god is this
one of them. The graphics are subpar and the game doesn't even do anything to make up for that, it's just your typical bare
bones racing game. For some reason they felt the need to not have standard controls and don't have a tutorial or even a place on
the menu to tell you what the controls are or how the game works. Your car also seems to just blow up randomly I'm still not
sure why.
Don't even waste your time on this game even if you enjoy racing.. Ampersand.....oh god.

I cannot say this game is even worth $.14. I bought it as a gag, just something to♥♥♥♥♥♥around with and laugh at. I cannot
even do that from the amount of times the game itself has froze and glitched on me.

This game does not give you any sort of explanation for the controls, but as soon as it the game starts up, it asks you for your
gamejolt login. Seeing that, I already assumed I'd be using either the z or x keys. Sure enough, I did.

X - gas
Arrow keys - steer

Absolutly lovely controls for a racing game, I know.

Between the awful controls and annoying glitches, this game is definitely isn't worth the money, even for how cheap it is.
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F-zero meets Megarace but then slowpaced
. Some games come with a tutorial to teach you how to play the game. Others do not. This is one that does not. Paid 14 cents in
hopes I could sell the trading cards for a balance of 0 spent.

Audio stopped playing randomly through a racing track.
No tutorial. Spent about a minute at starting line trying to find the button.
Non-existent menu. Just goes straight to game.
No indicator of how to get new vehicles.

Just no.. Impressive.. Hooray for mobile ports that forget to PORT the controls.
THis game sucks.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1OvJtDXxI4o. I thought it was a game, but it's a PowerPoint, and a bad one.
Didn't like the presentation.
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